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Susan lives in an iglu with her Anaana, Ataata, sister, and brother.
One day when their mother is out, Susan and her siblings get
bored. They draw on the ice and play with dolls until they get
tired of their old games. Then Ataata suggests they use Anaana’s
pencil. Excited because they have never used a pencil before,
they each carefully take a turn drawing and writing on paper.
Every so often Ataata sharpens the pencil with his knife until it
is just a stump. Proud of their drawings, the children learn the
importance of enjoying and conserving the things they have.
This unique book highlights Intuit culture, providing a much
needed view into life in the arctic. However, the storyline is
uninteresting and there is hardly any plot. It is unclear whether
Anaana is upset that they used the pencil, because she
praises their drawings but appears irritated in the illustrations.
Additionally, even while suggesting that the children did wrong in
using the pencil, the final illustration shows the family hugging,
indicating that the act may not have been all bad. The moral
might be interpreted as sparing and economic, but it is also
confused when the book mentions taking care of belongings.
While the book may prove tedious for some children, the
attractive illustrations and original content may catch another
reader’s fancy.
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